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Beautiful Bowerbirds

by Meryl Knoll

This Spring I was delighted to
discover a new neighbour had set up
residence in my garden, a Satin
Bowerbird, Ptilonorhynchus
violaceus. Best known for their
unusual bower, this bird is both
beautiful and bold.
The mature male has glossy blue-black
plumage and violet-blue eyes. Young males
and females look alike, with olivegreen/brown back and speckled/scalloped
white/brown belly and blue eyes. Young
males begin to acquire their dark plumage
at five years, but do not have their full blue
shiny suit until around seven years.
My builder was clearly a young male and I
saw up to four birds at and around the
bower at various times. Impressed females
perhaps, but as I would discover later, he
also attracted the attention of a jealous
male. The bower seemed to appear
overnight, although I know it must have
taken longer to construct. As you can see, it
consists of two parallel walls of sticks
forming an upside-down arch.

Constructing a bower
The male builds the bower and decorates it
with an intricate collection of blue – these
days mainly plastic objects such as straws,
pegs, bottle caps and those breakable rings
attached to seal the caps. Sadly, these rings
have caused distress and death to numbers
of birds who unwittingly have them caught
over their head as they perform their
courtship dance for the female (please
dispose of your plastic thoughtfully and

Bowerbird pics here

perhaps simply snip those rings before
putting in your recycling bin).
My bower thankfully had only one blue
plastic cap, a small piece of blue plastic and
string and a blue feather. If blue objects are
in short supply, the bird will collect yellow
objects as well, hence the numerous pieces
of straw collected from my vegetable
garden nearby.
Being close to my house, I was able to
observe the bowerbird with binoculars and
was mesmerised as he courted the females
with his ritualistic dance. With an object in
his beak he would strut his stuff at the
entrance to the bower, and a cacophony of
mechanical sounding calls like buzzing and
rattling, interspersed with mimicry,
accompanied his dance. I regularly heard
the more muffled call of a kookaburra
coming from the area of his bower.
Sadly, around a month after my discovery, I
found the bower totally destroyed.
Apparently, this is done by another male in
competition for the territory and females.
The bowerbird is still around, and I'm
hoping he will rebuild his bower. They are
known to maintain their bower throughout
the year and I know of one at my mother's
house that has been there for many years.

The pros and Cons of Plastics

Including some simple ways to cut down on their use
The term ‘plastic’ originates from the
Greek word plastikos, which was used
to describe the ability to mould or shape
something like wet clay. Originally the
word plastic was used as an adjective, to
describe a material's malleability, or
plasticity during manufacture.
Today plastic is more commonly used as a
noun to name the material that has been
moulded, pressed or shaped into an
increasing range of products including films,
fibres, plates, tubes, bottles, bags, boxes,
buttons, beads, toys, furniture, medical
equipment and much more.
Ironically, most of the good things going for
plastic, being that it's cheap, colourful, light,
strong, versatile, durable and water resistant
are directly linked to its contribution to one of
the major causes of pollution on the planet.
Much of the mounting waste that is gathering
in our oceans, on our beaches and in our
landfill rubbish dumps is single-use plastic.
Cheap, light, versatile and water resistant,
single-use plastic is used in plastic shopping
bags, cling film, take-away food containers,
disposable coffee cups, straws and multitudes
of packaging. Its strength and durability means

that most of the plastic ever created is still with
us, and likely to be so for who knows how long?
Plastics can be produced from renewable
biomass resources, including vegetable fats
and oils, corn starch, straw, woodchips,
sawdust, or recycled food waste. Some of
these bioplastics are biodegradable or
compostable. However, most plastics are
derived from crude oil, coal, or natural gas,
producing a highly synthetic material with little
ability to decompose.
The majority of plastics today are produced by
a complex process beginning with distillation
of crude oil in a refinery. Distillation separates
the heavy crude oil into groups of lighter
components called fractions, one of these
being naphtha, the crucial compound for
plastic production.
Production results in many different types of
plastics, which can be grouped into two main
polymer families: thermoplastics, which
soften on heating and harden again on
cooling (impor tant in recycling) and
thermosets, which never soften after being
moulded. The seven main types of
thermoplastics coded for recycling in Australia
are listed in the table below:

Some types of plastic are more
recyclable than others. And just
because a product is coded as
b e i n g re c y c l a b l e d o e s n ' t
necessarily mean that it is. In fact,
since China stopped receiving
our recycled waste, much of our
plastic has gone into landfill.
To avoid our planet becoming
increasingly burdened with
piles of plastic waste, we need to
l o b b y m a n u f a c t u re r s a n d
promote the use of alternatives
to plastic, especially single use
plastic. We can do this by
making a conscious choice to
purchase products that aren't
packaged in plastic.
Yarra Ranges Council collect
recycling from our kerbside bins
fortnightly. For a list of what you
can and cannot put in the bin,
check out the table to the right:
Many people collect their
recyclable items in a plastic bag
and throw this with the items in
the recycling bin. This plastic
clogs the conveyer belts during
sorting, so please discard items
without the bag.
While soft plastic cannot be
placed in the recycling bin, soft
(scrunchable) plastic bags and
packaging can be recycled by
taking them to a participating
supermarket like Woolworths,
although this service appears to
be suspended at the moment.
A great little book, Quitting
Plastic, by Clara Williams
Roldan with Louise Williams, is
full of easy and practical ways to
reduce your plastic footprint
and help the planet with this
increasing problem – every little
bit counts! There is also a wealth
of information online about
plastic pollution. Our simple
take home tips to get started are
shown in the table at the right:

A very special Native Christmas Tree
While the pine tree is the traditional choice for many,
why not consider having a native tree this Christmas?
Some trees can be kept in pots for years with pruning
and re-potting as required, reused again next Christmas,
or planted out into the garden where they can attract
birds and insects. A living Christmas tree can add
fragrance indoors and prevent the ugly waste of dead
pine trees and plastic tree alternatives.
The Wollemi pine Wollemia nobilis was thought to be extinct
until 1994, when it was discovered in a small temperate
rainforest area north-west of Sydney. Commonly referred to as
the 'Dinosaur Tree', fossil evidence suggests the Wollemi tree
existed between 100 and 200 million years ago and was
widespread throughout Australia.
The tree is bisexual, with both female and male reproductive
cones on the same tree. The male and female cones are found at
the very tips of the branches, with the majority of the female
cones at the top of the trees. Wollemi pines reproduce both
sexually (through wind pollination) and vegetatively in a process
known as 'self-coppicing', whereby the plant spontaneously
sprouts multiple trunks from its base. This reproductive process is
thought to be a vital defence mechanism against damage from
fire and other natural disasters.
Some of the older adult Wollemi Pines such as ‘The Bill Tree’
may be more than 1000 years old, although the current trunk
may only be around 400 years old. Before its rediscovery in
1994, the Wollemi Pine was presumed extinct for around two
million years.
Wollemi pines are among the rarest and most ancient species of
tree on Earth. There are only around 100 remaining in their
native bushland in the Blue Mountains of NSW, with their exact
location a well-kept secret.
Fortunately, a conservation project allowed for wide-scale
cloning and propagation that provides the opportunity for us to
have our own dinosaur in the backyard. Their slow growth and
response to pruning also makes them an ideal plant for a pot.
With their iconic conical shape and pendulous branches, the
Wollemi pine is ideal for hanging Christmas decorations.

What a year it’s been! Now that the rules are being
relaxed, we hope that you are looking forward to
seeing your family and friends and enjoying the
summer days ahead.
Friends of Hoddles Creek would like to wish all of
our readers a very Happy Christmas, with best
wishes for the New Year.
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Like to join FOHC? The Friends of Hoddles Creek are always on the lookout for new members to add
new ideas, new helpers and new friends to our group. If you’d like to join, simply contact us with
your name, address and phone or email details. You can mail these to FOHC, PO Box 298, Yarra
Junction, Vic 3797, or email us at friendsofhoddlescreek@gmail.com.
See more at our website (www.friendsofhoddlescreek.com) or on Facebook – just search ‘Friends of
Hoddles Creek’ or ‘FOHC’.

